**Product Detail:**

**Designation:** Energizer Rechargeable 2AA2  
**Model:** RCE2HH AA2  
**Color:** White  
**Power Source:** Two "AA" NiMH  
**ANSI/NEDA:** 1.2H2  
**Lamp:** KPR-102 Krypton  
**Lamp Life:** 15 hours  
**Lamp Rating:** 2.2V, 0.7A  
**Lamp Output:** 23 Lumens  
**Typical Weight:** 210 grams (with NiMH batteries)  
**Dimensions (mm):** 192 x 57

**Performance:**

- **Run Time**
  - Continuous Drain to End of Useable Light (21°C)
  - 1.5 hours
  - 1 hour
  - 0.5 hours
  - 0 hours

**Battery Type:**  
- NiMH

**Important Notice**

This datasheet contains information specific to products manufactured at the time of its publication. Contents herein do not constitute a warranty. ©Energizer / All Rights Reserved

---

**Before Using Your Flashlight:**

Please read all instructions and cautionary markings on the package and light.

---

**BRIGHT**

- Krypton bulb is 70% brighter than standard bulb

**LONG-LASTING**

- Runs about 100 minutes per full charge*

**DURABLE**

- Shatterproof lens  
- Survives 1-meter drop test

**CONVENIENT**

- Wall mount bracket provided  
- Amber LED locates light in the dark  
- Available with Euro or UK plug

* Approximate time. Will deteriorate with use.
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**European Region**

**RCE2HH AA2**  
From ample brightness to the LED locater light, the RCE2HH AA2 is a valuable addition to your lighting choices. It has a soft, cushioned grip and an easy to use slide switch. The charge time is 16 hours and the batteries will recharge up to 500 times. In addition, the light has overcharge protection so you can leave it plugged in at all times and it is available with either a UK or Euro plug.